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Introductory Panel 
 
Copies and Invention in East Asia 
 
Copying is the mother of creation. It is the only and true mother.  
Hideo Kobayashi (Japan, literary critic, 1902–1983) 
 

Copies and Invention in East Asia presents copying, borrowing, and appropriating as acts of 
imaginative interpretation, challenging our understanding of originality. For centuries, these 
practices have been crucial to generating novel modes of art in China, Japan, and Korea. 
The exhibition includes many examples of copying: burial goods that conjure a world for 
the deceased; sculptures produced in multiples to amplify the Buddha’s presence; ink 
rubbings that create a new relationship to the monumental past; paintings in which a 
master’s brushstrokes are faithfully duplicated as a way of shaping the self; and ceramics 
that fuse national styles to promote an imperial message. Featuring more than 100 objects 
spanning from ancient to contemporary times drawn mostly from UMMA’s rich holdings of 
East Asian art, the works collected here invite us to reflect on the creative possibilities of 
copies.  
 
 
Natsu Oyobe 
Curator of Asian Art 
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Section #1 
 
Replicating the Everyday: Objects for the Afterlife 
 
Beginning in prehistoric times in China, a person was believed to have two souls that were 
separated upon death. One soul ascended to paradise. The other soul remained with the 
dead body and required sustenance. In the Han dynasty (200 BCE–220 CE), tombs were 
furnished with the necessities of daily life, including full-scale buildings, functional 
household items, and sacrificed animals, servants, and entertainers. For reasons of space, 
economy, and in part humane concern, these were eventually replaced with smaller scale 
copies in bronze and clay. This new art form conjured a miniature world for the deceased 
that included anything and everything a person might require in life—not just food and 
shelter, but items for religious rites, grooming, clothing storage, and transportation. The 
practice of supplying the deceased with representations of objects for everyday life has 
lasted for centuries, though the forms have changed. In contemporary times, tomb goods 
include credit cards, cell phones, and televisions depicted on paper and burned as 
offerings.  
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Section #2 
 
Producing History: Ink Rubbings of Monumental Sculpture 
 
Ink rubbings are copies on paper of texts and images cut into hard materials like stone and 
wood. They are made by pressing wet paper into the carved lines and then applying ink, 
which adheres to the areas without carving. Ink rubbings originated in China in the seventh 
century as a way of copying relief sculptures at historical or sacred sites. They are one of the 
earliest forms of printing. By transferring texts and images from bulky, often immovable 
stone to lightweight paper, they could be distributed in large numbers, making remote 
monuments readily accessible to people who had never seen them. This created a new kind 
of historical record, and permitted a more immediate relationship to the past.  
 
Ink rubbings were avidly collected. The practice is known as early as the Five Dynasties 
period (907–60) in China, but in the Song dynasty (960–1279) it became more common. We 
know that Ouyang Xiu (1007–1072), a prominent Song scholar, had 1000 rolls of ink 
rubbings. Records from the period also show that rubbings were sold at high prices by 
traveling merchants. In the Qing dynasty (1644–1911), the study of the past became central 
to the Chinese scholastic tradition and collecting rubbings became even more widespread. 
An important source of historical and art historical information, rubbings often provided 
inspiration for artists, who created calligraphy and images based on the styles of the past. 
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Section #3 
 
Making Merit: Reproducing Buddhist Figures, Objects, and Texts 
 
In Buddhism, producing copies of sacred figures, objects, and texts was a way of gaining 
karmic merit, a beneficial and protective force that accumulates as a result of good deeds, 
acts, or thoughts, and eventually leads to enlightenment. The simplest form of copying a 
Buddhist practitioner could undertake was to recite and write out the historical Buddha’s 
teachings. His words were considered relics, and by copying them, these relics were 
multiplied. Powerful rulers made grand gestures in this form: in 764, Empress Kōken of 
Japan commissioned the Hyakumantō, meaning one million pagodas, to commemorate 
and offer thanks to Buddhist deities for their help in suppressing a recent rebellion. By 
inserting a copy of a short sacred text into the pagodas, each became a buddha. These 
were then sent as offerings to important temples in Japan.  
 
Commissioning images of the arhats—immortal disciples of the Buddha who have attained 
enlightenment and help spread Buddhist teachings—was another way of accumulating 
merit. The arhats themselves multiplied. Originally, there were four, each responsible for 
spreading Buddhism in one of the cardinal directions, but they soon appeared in larger 
groups and ultimately venerations developed to the five hundred arhats—a number 
symbolizing multitudes. Representations of arhats also served as moral examples and 
inspiration. 
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Section #4 
 
Kasen-e: Visualizing the of Poet Saints of Japan 
 
Kasen-e, or portraits of what are known as the poet saints of Japan, is a genre of art born 
during the twelfth century. This was towards the end of the Heian period (794–1185), 
considered the classical era of courtly poetry and literature. These detailed images created 
an identity for each poet that became canonical. Kasen-e played a significant role in the 
popularization of poet saints in the Edo period (1603–1868), when the print industry thrived, 
leisure time expanded, and literacy increased significantly at all levels of society. As 
stand-ins for a poet, the portraits offered a way of communing with the authors, some of 
whom were adored like idols. While the conventions of representing the poets stayed the 
same over centuries, imaginative new uses for the portraits were found, and they appeared 
in formats as diverse as card games and clothing.  
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Section #5 
 
Multiplying Happiness: Auspicious Symbols and Characters 
 
Over the long history of East Asian literature and art, certain plants, birds, and animals have 
acquired auspicious connotations, functioning to bring people specific forms of luck. 
Butterflies, for example, which almost always tend to be active in pairs and in groups, are 
represent love and marital happiness; peonies—famous for their rosy blossoms, plump 
petals, and lush leaves—signify prosperity and wealth; the lotus, which grows out of the 
mud, is a symbol of purity in Buddhism and embodies the wish for many offspring, since 
they bear fruit and flowers at the same time; and cranes, fabled to live for a thousand years, 
stand for longevity. In East Asia these auspicious motifs are found in architecture, 
furnishings, everyday objects, personal accessories, and clothing, in settings from the 
imperial court to humble farming households, and in materials from the finest silk to the 
plainest paper. The motifs are often repeated, sometimes covering every inch of an object’s 
surface, in order to bring maximum luck.  
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Section #6 

 
Communing with the Past: Literati Painting in China and Japan  
 
Literati painting was developed as an art of amateur (meaning uncompensated) art in Song 
dynasty (920–1127) China and became its most celebrated painting styles. The literati were 
the educated, social elites of the civil servant class, selected through rigorous imperial 
exams. They practiced the arts of painting and calligraphy for pleasure and used them as 
platforms for personal expression. Copying the styles, techniques, and brushstrokes of past 
artists was a crucial foundation for literati painters, but to copy was not to simply trace 
another painting’s visual features. Recreating a painting allowed an artist to grasp the 
work’s essence, appreciate an earlier artist’s sensibility, connect with a venerable tradition, 
and eventually establish an individual style. 
 
 In Edo period (1615–1868) Japan, educated samurai and commoners became attracted to 
the lifestyle of Chinese literati and its heightened intellectualism. Literati painting was not 
confined to a particular class or lifestyle, but embraced as a pictorial style by professional 
and amateur painters from a range of social backgrounds. The first generation copied 
Chinese literati painting styles from printed books such as the Mustard Seed Garden 
Manual, and, later, from actual paintings imported from China. Ultimately Japanese literati 
transformed the tradition, experimenting with colors, techniques, and new subjects.  
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Section #7 
 
Representing East Asia: Ceramic Expressions of Japan’s Imperial Ambitions 
 
In the late nineteenth century, regional dominance in East Asia shifted from China to Japan 
for the first time. After defeating China in the Sino-Japanese War (1894–95), Japan 
occupied parts of China and Taiwan and eventually colonized Korea. Ceramics that 
incorporated Chinese and Korean traditions became an important way for Japan to express 
its new status as Asia’s powerhouse. Seifū Yohei III (1851–1914), a Japanese expert in 
Chinese porcelain traditions, was appointed by the Meiji government to produce wares that 
combined the technical sophistication of Chinese Qing dynasty (1644–1912) porcelain with 
distinctively Japanese taste. These were used in the imperial household, presented as gifts 
to foreign dignitaries, and exhibited in international venues. Similarly, high-quality 
Goryeo-type celadons—considered the height of Korean culture in early twentieth-century 
Japan—began to be produced by Japanese potters at a Korean a kiln established with the 
support of the Japanese colonial government. These hybrid wares symbolizing the merging 
of cultures played an important role in disseminating the image of Japan as the modern 
unifier of Asia.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


